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design for recorded performance:

film, television and video games

Holly Poe Durbin

THE THREE EYES: INTENT, IMMERSION, INTERACTION
“O’erstep not the modesty of nature,” Hamlet lectured his hired 
players, advocating the role of the artist as one who can ac-
curately capture human nature. Nicholas Hytner, director of 
the English National Theater, who directed two productions 
for both stage and screen, The Madness of King George and 
The History Boys, is no stranger to successful entertainment. 
However, he disagrees with Shakespeare’s interpretation of the 
dramatic arts. “Hamlet advises the purpose of ‘playing’ is to 
hold a mirror up to nature. That isn’t enough…where is the 
art in that? The job of the artist is to hold the mirror up and 
interpret, to give…meaning” (Hytner 2008). 

Hytner describes interpretation, or intent, as the crux 

Part one of this series, published in the winter 2008 issue, explored how designers 
make decisions as visual storytellers. Part two, published Spring 2008, discussed 
design for live performance—theater (including opera and dance) and themed 
entertainment. Part three, the last in this series, explores how designers as 
storytellers make visual decisions for recorded media—film, television and digital 
gaming. To create this series I spoke with creative teams, designers, directors and 
producers working in all areas of entertainment. Many have worked in more than 
one area and so could shed light on the differences and similarities between media. 

Seeing with three eyeS 

of his artistic approach. Infusing a story with an artistic point-
of-view translates directly into creating the world of the story, 
or poetic space. Poetic space contributes a layer of under-
standing beyond providing a suitable environment for the 
action. If the story happens first hand to an audience, then 
perhaps the audience shares the same space as the action. 
This kind of environment is important in the design of digital 
games. Does the audience require distance to process large 
vistas or complex populations? The formal composition el-
ements of film may be more suitable. Point of view can be 
communicated through the decision to use realism or a de-
gree of stylization. The world looks different when viewed by 
different characters. 
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The second category is immersion, or the audience 
ability to lose them selves in the story. This element is difficult 
to maintain well, and constitutes a large part of what design-
ers do to ensure audiences are not jarred out of the story by 
incongruities. Two important elements that contribute to Im-
mersion are clarity and emotional response. Clarity is instant 
recognition of the story situation, and emotional response 
convinces an audience the story is important. Theater has 
a mysterious advantage in its ability to invoke “suspension 
of disbelief.” Theater audiences will believe a row of chairs 
represents an entire court room, for example. The same audi-
ence can be very difficult to persuade when watching record-
ed entertainment: a film about a court case or a video game 
will have to present that environment in much more detail to 
convince the audience the story is really happening. 

The third eye or category of design decisions is inter-
action. The term “interactive” will take on different mean-

ing when discussing game design, however I use the term 
generally to categorize fluid compositional elements that ebb 
and flow in a performance, such as rhythm and focus. In all 
media, story elements can be either supporting materials or 
charged with significance in any specific moment. Visual ele-
ments come forward to be in focus, retreat to allow another 
element to shine, or ebb and flow between the functions just 
like the variations of musical composition. 

RECORDED MEDIA PERFORMANCES
How do we separate recorded performance from live action 
in this age of Second Life and Guitar Hero? Believable game 
play, your spectacular guitar skills aside, is the result of a pre-
conceived relationship between the limitations of data spooling 
and the complexity of any action and its visual environment. It 
is a testament to the power of video games that players can be 
so absorbed by the story that we completely forget about reality 

HOUSE Illustration #1 THE MORGUE. Photo by Bob Vukasovich
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for awhile. As recorded experience and live action converge, it is 
useful to define three ideas that describe recorded performance. 

The first idea is what I call the popcorn test. The audience 
or player does not actually share the physical environment of 
the story action. While a theater audience might throw popcorn 
to pelt an actor or the scenery, a movie or TV audience would 
find their popcorn bouncing from a flat screen. Game players 
may have to pick un-popped kernels out of their computer key 
boards. Second, the story time sequence can be altered by the au-
dience or player. It is possible to fast forward or rewind or repeat 
isolated parts of the story. It is possible to view the story multiple 
times and see exactly the same performance over and over. And 
it can be possible to pause and resume, or in the case of game 
play, to enter wait-state animation while the player is otherwise 
occupied. And third, the visual or technical aspects or cues are 
embedded in the media itself. All the necessary codes and trig-
gers are pre-programmed for broadcast, screening or spooling 
in each story situation. 

Technology dictates much of the process in recorded per-
formance. All the recorded media require an interface before 
the audience can view the stories: one type of equipment pro-
cess the visual information, such as a camera or a computer, 
and another set of equipment interprets the electronic signals 
for its ultimate audience. Design and technical jobs in film, tele-
vision and gaming are highly specialized resulting in huge teams 
working on a single project. The amount of technical structure 
affects not only how the story becomes images on screen, but 
also the way the stories are told. 

BRANDED: STORIES ARE PRODUCTS
“It’s commerce. It’s not art, or even entertainment” James 
Acheson describes his experiences working in film and televi-
sion. The costume designer for such notable films as Le Liai-
sons Dangerous, The Last Emperor and Spiderman declares 
“I don’t practice an art, I practice a craft” (Acheson 2008). 

Recently James Acheson addressed the Costume Society 
of America, and presented video of a conversation he had on 
this topic with noted actor Geoffrey Rush on this topic. Acheson 
observed that in his career, he’d discovered, “For many actors, 
their identity is more important than their characters.” Rush 
agreed that in many cases “you’re a brand, and people want to 
see that brand in a new interesting project. On the other side, 
there is the heritage of chameleon character actors. I’m more 

interested in connecting with that tradition” (Rush 2008). The 
struggle to find creative expression within the famously com-
mercial story form of film and television is often a gripping 
story in its own right. Do commercial stories rise above their 
intent? Many do, and viewers arrange their lives to watch their 
favorite shows. 

Story telling formats for film and television are now well 
established, but did not begin that way. Both media developed 
essential formulas geared toward their playback structure. Film 
writers still use theatrical terms such as delineating acts and 
story arc as the longer running time for film allows a more 
leisurely story development than the typical television format. 
As much or more of the story is communicated through visual 
means, not just dialogue. While it is possible in a live theater 
performance, thanks to suspension of disbelief, to craft a com-
pelling performance of a literary script such as Hamlet with 
actors wearing only black turtle necks and sitting on stools, it is 
the rare film story that could stand up to this minimalism. “Nar-
rative film, what we ordinarily think of as the movies is a com-
bination of literary, theatrical and purely cinematic elements” 
film maker John Sayles explains. “The story and dialogue [are] 
the literary elements. The acting has its root in theater… the 
picture may have some aspects of painting when it is still, but 
the minute it moves…we are brought into purely cinematic ar-
eas” (Sayles 2003). 

No medium is more transparent about its commercial in-
tent than broadcast television: stories sell air time to sponsors. 
Therefore, television stories are written in small, precise-to-the-
minute chunks around commercial breaks. Each chunk must 
end with a clear button, preferably with a hook or cliffhanger 
to ensure the audience will return after the break in the story. 
Episodic story structure carries this idea further in time with 
each installment of a story running after a gap of hours or days. 
The unifying factor in this form of story telling is branding. 

How does the commercial intent translate to visual de-
cisions? Bob Vukasovich, art director of the television series 
House, points out the function of TV design is to create a recog-
nizable image that is separate from the competition. “All shows 
are about the institution. A pilot is oddly more theatrical than 
the series itself. It’s more exposition-based, to flesh out char-
acters, establish character types—who is the progressive one, 
who is the obstacle, who is the romantic lead? Once a series is 
going, the world you established over time becomes a brand.” 

The first idea is what I call the popcorn test.
 the audience or player does not actually

share the physical environment of the story action.
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Bob describes the thought process in translating a brand to 
a design. “When we first started designing House the ques-
tion was what makes our hospital different from all the other 
hospital shows?” Bob explained, “Our hospital is heightened, 
modernist, heightened reality, abstract in being minimal.” The 
design for the hospital morgue illustrates this abstracted, mini-
mal approach. Hospitals are usually crammed with machin-
ery from many eras and manufacturers, and most things are 
covered with some kind of replaceable cloth. These surfaces 
closely resemble a professional kitchen with cold, metal tables 
and sinks. 

Concern with other shows telling similar types of sto-
ries brings up the role of genre in recorded performances. 
Genre definitions are more that just literary analysis, they are 
also programming and marketing distinctions. Producers are 
keenly aware of their audience demographics and they spend 
a great deal of money targeting the end consumer. Television 
particularly thrives on precise categorization and the design 
parameters for each. News broadcasts or interview shows will 
have very specific requirements, as will a multi-camera sitcom. 
Shows that prove difficult to categorize and market present 
huge obstacles for network programming. 

Gaming is also a highly branded storytelling medium. 
Much of the current game development is through partner-
ships with existing brands or properties that cross platforms, 
such as the hugely popular Guitar Hero franchise featuring 
avatars of real rock stars and their actual music, available for 
download and purchase. Games rapidly developed into genres 
derived from sports, movies, and animated television shows. 
These games must conform to a narrow set of parameters. 
That commerce dominates the gaming field was noted in one 
report of the recent 2008 New York Games Conference. “The 
conference …was very business-oriented and thus was packed 
with a great many middle-aged men and women wearing suits” 
(Sikora 2008). 

Gaming has profoundly affected story telling structure in 
all media, and much has been written about interactive and 
non-linear narrative theory. In fact, this newest form of enter-
tainment currently faces growing pains as game writers and de-
velopers fight for proper credits as contributors to a project. In 
2008, The Writers Guild of America created the first Best Video 
Game Writing award category. “The new frontier is story” says 
Jay Lender, part of the Writers Guild Committee that eventually 
gave its first award to Dead Head Fred, a game developed for 
PlayStation Portable. “Why are we running down this hallway 
killing zombies? Context is what is going to make the next gen-
eration of games that much more involving for the players.” 
Lender predicts (Montagne 2008). 

THE ILLUSION OF REALISM 
How does the commercial intent of storytelling translate to vi-
sual decisions? While the narrative thread can be remarkably 
similar when translating from stage to screen, the method of 
telling that story changes dramatically. “Story telling on film dif-

fers from writing…the choices you make are extremely prac-
tical as well as aesthetic and intuitive,” explains John Sayles. 
“I’ve never had to change a line of fiction because the sun was 
or wasn’t out, because heavy machinery was operating in the 
neighborhood or union meal penalty started in five minutes, 
yet movie-making is full of these compromises” (Sayles 2003). 
This spirit molds all design decisions as the poetic space is 
created for the practical demands of the camera recording the 
story, not for the audience viewing the story. 

In fact, the camera stands in for the audience itself. Bob 
Vukasovich notes, “the camera walks into the environment.” 
The designer must know what the camera movement around 
the set will be, and must build flexibility for the camera such as 
wild walls (walls that may be removed to allow the camera to 
enter the shot from a different direction) and removable ceil-
ings. So the larger poetic space of the whole story is a virtual 
one, pieced together and visible only within the rectangular 
framing of the screen. The number of physical locations may 
span the globe, as for The Fall directed by Tarsem Singh. The 
Fall is a story about the power of storytelling that uses space to 
represent the imagination. This independent film was shot in 
twenty-one countries over a two year time span. It is now well 
understood that cognitive functions within the human brain 
provides the glue that connects such disparate images within 
a certain context. 

Early film making derived from theatrical traditions, creat-
ing a carefully controlled studio space with a stationary camera. 
But the traditions of cinematic design really began when two 
key events occurred: the camera left the studio to film on a lo-
cation, and the camera moved while shooting. (for a thorough 
discussion of the history of film design, see Caligari’s Cabinet 
and Other Grand Illusions: A History of Film Design by Leon 
Barsacq.) Out of necessity, sequences shot on fully constructed 
sets had to blend seamlessly with sequences shot outdoors, in 
a real environment. 

In the most basic sense, the recorded medium must over-
come that popcorn test—how to make a flat, two-dimensional 
screen appear to be a three-dimensional environment? “One 
important job for television design,” explains director Tim 
Powell, “is creating depth where it may not really exist. TV sets 
are much smaller and flatter than people think.” In addition to 
shallow sets, the camera itself will additionally flatten an image 
it records and transmits. This need for visual interest requires 
the collaboration of scenic, costume, and lighting design. Bob 
Vukasovich explained the thought process for the hospital in 
House. “The nuts and bolts of making design visually interest-
ing for TV are adding layers and depth. We used glass and steel, 
which looks good, but you’re seeing a wall fifty to sixty feet deep 
in the back ground. The depth makes it feel real, not flat like a 
soap opera set. A room will be designed with glass dividers to 
create visual layers that push back for visual space.” The use of 
hidden light sources adds dramatically to the illusion of depth. 
(To study many examples of the predominance of skylights, 
glass-front cabinets, windows, hall dividers and the way light 
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interacts with those surfaces, see the House Bloopers reel on 
YouTube posted by mylifeonmars.) 

Film does extremely well with the large vista or long shot. 
The visual impact is much reduced on television where the 
smaller screen will reduce the people in a long-shot to tiny 
specs. As a part of the cinematic vocabulary, the contrast of 
small space and large space is a potent device. Tarsem, director 
of both The Cell and The Fall, is a master of the use of large 
colorful vistas and colorless enclosed space to manipulate our 
emotions. Both stories explore the huge possibilities of creative 
imagination, and the seemingly limited power of reality. In both 
cases, a patient is bodily confined in cramped medical rooms. 
Reality is literally stifling, while the power of imagination—in-

side our heads—is huge and limitless. One 
scene shows the heroes of this story—the 
Bandits—standing in a vast landscape as a 
metaphor for the imagination. 

Creating dimension in costumes is also 
crucial. James Acheson describes tricks 
he has used to add depth. “People always 
imagine that big budgets go along with big 
features.” Speaking of his experience on 
The Last Emperor, he was responsible for 
9,500 costumes on less than a $2 million 
dollar budget. Although the film took place 
in the elaborate Chinese court, he could 
not afford to embroider the costumes, or to 
make them of real silk. Painting the motifs 
would appear too flat, and not rich or inter-
esting enough to be royal robes. Acheson 
is well known for his fondness for using 
theatrical techniques to fool the camera. 
To add complexity and depth to the Chinese 
court robes, the construction crew first 

used photographic silk screens on rayon fabric, and then made 
aluminum casts of embroidery motifs. The casts were coated 
with metal plating and attached over the silk screened patterns 
for dimension. “The head dresses are made of tea strainers, 
bits and pieces” Acheson confessed. 

The objective for all these tricks is to fool the camera eye, 
and therefore persuade the audience this story is worthy of total 
immersion. We will forget that we are, in fact, in a refriger-
ated movie theater with our feet in a disturbing sticky spot, or 
on a couch folding laundry, or in a bus watching a hand-held 
device. To immerse ourselves, we must invest our emotions in 
the story, and not encounter any incongruities that will pull us 
away from the story itself. 

Immersion for film and television depends on heightened 
emotion. The story line or parts of it will be interrupted regular-
ly—what will bring us back immediately? One device is to hook 
our emotional curiosity. Sound design can play an interesting 
role. Bob Vukasovich points to an early example that created 
a large impact. “The first show to drastically heighten emotion 
with the music track was Miami Vice. “Instead of a short theme 
ditty specifically composed for television, the show incorpo-
rated contemporary rock music to stand in for the characters’ 
mind set and create apprehension. The music was, daringly, 
louder than the character’s conversations, allowing the audi-
ence to absorb the emotions through the music. We now take 
this technique for granted, but watching a sequence available 
on YouTube demonstrates how a montage of images to music-
influenced by early MTV—turns a TV sequence into a riveting 
mini-movie. (As an illustration, view the YouTube reel Montage 
from Miami Vice with Depeche Mode posted by rfid4dna or 
Miami Vice, and Testarossa, Season 3 posted by perhaps62 to 
contrast silent sequences with music montages.)

All designers manipulate imagery to create emotional re-

HOUSE Illustration #2 The Lobby. Photo: Bob Vukasovich

HOUSE Illustration #3 Isolation Unit Photo: Bob Vukasovich)
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sponse. The production design in House manipulates our fear 
of illness and hospitals. “Procedure rooms are portrayed in a 
surreal manner. Our hospital is very cold and stark. It looks 
like the opposite of what you would want in a hospital. Patients 
are not people to Dr House, but are pieces in a puzzle. We 
remind you that you’re scared of dying, and the patients might 
live—or not.” Bob Vukasovich cited one example: when blood 
transfusions or test occur on the show, the bags are lit in a 
heightened way to make the red blood almost glow. The set of 
an Isolation Unit shows Hazmat suits hanging in a sealed glass 
chamber with a metal grid floor. That chamber looks ominous, 
with big red locks on the door. The word “Decontamination” is 
clearly visible. The white suits hang in isolation as a reminder 
that whatever they were exposed to is life threatening. The in-
terior is light, while the surrounding area is in shadow to draw 
our attention to probably infection and death. 

Costume is a major compositional element in creating 
emotional response. Clothing is a primary factor in empathy—
whether the audience likes, dislikes or does not trust a char-
acter. Marcy Froehlich, the assistant costume designer for The 
Road to Perdition describes one method used in that film. “Al-
ways consider the overall mood of the piece, often without the 
audience being aware of how the visuals affect them emotion-
ally. In order to make Paul Newman look like he was losing his 
power [Costume Designer] Albert Wolsky made his suits at the 
end slightly bigger so it would look like he was shrinking and 
getting older. Was the audience overtly aware of this? Doubtful, 
but they probably felt intuitively his loss of power, not only in 
his acting, but his slightly sagging clothes.” 

The other component of immersion is clarity, and re-
corded media faces several hurdles that live performance does 
not. The first is instant recognition; characters and locations 
cannot be vague, even though less screen time is devoted to 
verbal back story. In many cases scripts rely on the picture sup-
planting a thousand words about people and places. A typical 
example is the archetypal cowboy brawl on a western street. 
There is little exposition, yet the audience must quickly identify 
where the scene takes place, what side gunmen hidden in al-
leyways represent, if the town folk are innocent bystanders or 
sympathizers with a certain side. Without instant clarity we have 
a lot of people milling about the street. 

Another aspect of clarity is hidden to the audience, and is 
most noted in its absence—continuity, a crucial aspect of story 
logic that glues many different shooting locations and shoot 
times together. One famous example of a continuity blooper 
is Dorothy’s rising and falling pigtails in the scene where she 
meets the Scarecrow. As part of usual editing practice, differ-
ent takes were stitched together to create the final scene. In 
this case, some of the takes were later in the day after her hair 
drooped in the hot lights. (An excellent comparison of this dif-
ference is available on www.moviemistakes.com/ picture8629.) 
Although catching minor continuity glitches is mildly amusing, 
such as example does not really ruin a film. But continuity is 
an absorbing full time job on a film set as scenes are shot out 

of sequence. Marcy Froehlich describes the number of dupli-
cates used in film to establish a logical story sequence involving 
characters that travel a particularly difficult journey. “In Almost 
Heroes, the costume designer Durinda Wood had at least five 
different versions of each actor’s outfit from fresh to worn out, 
and In Road to Perdition Albert Wolsky made Tom Hanks at 
least ten copies of his main suit and perhaps seven more cop-
ies of his coat and hat.” Each copy represented a version from 
clean to more distressed for stunts and special effects. Match-
ing those suits when the film is shot out of sequence is an im-
portant part of clarity. 

THE FALL Illustration #1 Bandits. Photo by Ged Clarke and Tarsem 

The  objective… is to

fool the camera eye and therefore
persuade the audience this  story is worthy
of total immersion.

SHOTS IN THE DARK: FOCUS AND RHYTHM
Any story requires visual shifts to maintain audience interest. 
It is no accident we make fun of long activities with no visual 
variations, such as watching paint dry. In live theater the audi-
ence will look back and forth and up or down as directed by 
visual and verbal clues. The equivalent camera angles must be 
planned in advance to create the interaction of shots that is the 
heart of cinematic language, and designing for the camera re-
quires more technical understanding than live performance.

Nicholas Hytner sums up the difference between theater 
and film in an interview about directing The History Boys. He 
learned cinematic language—and the importance of the close 
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up—from Tariq Anwar, the editor of The Madness of King 
George. Coming from the theater, Hytner at first directed only 
long shot sequences in wide view, moving characters around a 
room as if they were on a stage. At the end of the first few days, 
Anwar came to him in despair because he had no shots to edit 
together to match the dialogue or create an interesting story. By 
the time Hytner directed The History Boys he was in command 
of moving the camera, and the absolute importance of the close 
up. “Although stage acting requires more craft, the imaginative 
engagement with a part that a film actor plays has to be more 
intense than the stage actor…it is only the working of the imag-
ination that’s going to be seen in a close up” (Hytner 2008).

The importance of close ups and medium shots dictates 
many design decisions. Although the same environment will be 
shown in long shots, design must be scaled to accommodate 
the human head in close up. Production designers carefully 
calculate the area each type of lens will capture. This relation-
ship is most obvious on news or interview sets where the host’s 
head and a monitor or logo must share camera space. The pro-
duction designer’s greatest concern in this situation is one of 
scale and texture. Items close up—the actor’s face—must be 
the higher contrast or the brighter image,” writes Terry Byrne 
(Byrne 1993). 

The importance of the close up is an important factor for 
costume designers. Explains James Acheson “In film you always 
spend your money above the waist in the hopes it will be no-
ticed” (Acheson 2008). Framing the face subtly is more impor-
tant in film and television than live performance. But the close 
up also exaggerates elements, such as earrings that may swing, 
unintentionally stealing focus from the actor. The real estate an 
item takes up—or proportion of the screen—will seem dis-
proportionately large. Some costume designers advise against 
strapless gowns because a close up will actually show nothing 
but bare shoulders, making an actress look naked. 

Another type of shot determines design requirements for 
production designers. “The long tracking shot is the one form 
of camera movement that has the greatest impact on the pro-
duction design. The set must be planned to accommodate the 
camera dolly or track without permitting the passage of the dol-
ly thru the set to be apparent in the shot. In addition, the layout 
of the set and the placement of things in shot must be paced in 
such a way as to appear at the correct moment” (Byrne 1993).

While camera focal length and location determine the 
structure of the production environment, color is a powerful 
tool in the final image. Film and TV cameras do not process 
color the same way as the human eye. The specific use of color 
and the technical requirements of working with different media 
such as film stock, digital filming, filters, and video recording is 
a huge topic and much is written to help those interested in the 
subject. But those color requirements, too, always begin with 
the human face. 

It is important to pick a background that will complement 
the face. A mixture of skin tones on the set will require care-
ful calibration of camera equipment, lighting and production 
design. One scene in The Fall beautifully illustrates the use of 
a complementary color scheme keyed on the actor’s skin tone. 
His warm tone and the orange of his costume pull the actor—
and the steps he stands on—forward in focus, even though he 
is placed further into the scene. 

Learning the use of color and contrast in film and TV de-
sign is a crucial aspect of the designers’ expertise. It is so im-
portant that color tests must be done to adequately assess the 
final product. Digital cameras make this process more immedi-
ate as the real picture is available on the set. With traditional 
film, a video feed creates the on-set monitor. It is useful for 
checking framing, focus and acting, but it is not the final look 
as it will appear on developed film stock. Designers and direc-
tors had to wait until the film could be processed and shown 
as “dailies.” Since each camera is unique, designers eventually 
learn by experience and rigorous camera tests. 

TECHNOLOGY: INVISIBLE OR INVINCIBLE?
Many design rules are shifting to accommodate the latest tech-
nology: High Definition video. Besides its remarkable ability to 
transmit detail and depth, the actual ratio of height to width is 
much wider than the standard aspect ratio in use. While the 
traditional TV aspect ratio is three units high by four units wide, 
HDTV is nine units high by sixteen units wide. (Gordon 1996) 
Bob Vukasovich explains that “HDTV is a whole new level of de-
tail and it has expanded the sides of the picture. Directors con-
tinue to direct for the regular TV ratio, but we have to design 
for the HD ratio. We design the wider environment, because the 
camera could end up somewhere you didn’t think of. It seems 
as if they always end up shooting the four feet I didn’t think 

We design the wider environmet, 

because the camera could end up

somewhere 

you didn’t think of.
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The Fall Illustration#2 Use of Complementary Color Scheme. 
Photo by Ged Clarke and Tarsem

they’d use.” James Acheson mourns the new level of HD detail. 
Famous for using theatrical tricks successfully on film, he wist-
fully surmises “Looking to the future of film with high definition 
cameras, I’m going to be found out” (Acheson 2008).

Some designers think TV and film designers have a great 
deal more control over visual images than the stage designer. 
The film designer is not constrained by audience sight lines 
since the camera will move into the story environment. The 
final shot composition, however, is in the hands of the direc-
tor, cinematographer and the camera operators. Terry Byrne 
advises “the best the designer can do is to sit at the director’s 
elbow and advise, or cajole” (Byrne 1993). However, it is the 
designer’s job to anticipate as many situations and camera an-
gles as possible. 

DESIGN FOR VIDEO GAMES
What exactly is a video game designer? In a relatively young 
entertainment form, this term has been applied to the content 
developer, the programmers who manipulate the code to create 
mechanics, or the concept artists who “skin” the virtual world 
and create the characters. Game development is a complex 
web of interdependent functions, requiring a delicate balance 
of visual elements, actions and performance speed. Like films, 
games are created by very large teams, and the term “game 
designer” is a relatively new position. As currently used, the 
designer is the person responsible for building the game con-
tent overall or for specific levels. Many game designers have a 
specialty for a game genre: sports designer, role playing games, 
or first-person shooters. 

The terms “art director” and “game artist” are also 
used, denoting many types of visual artists creating the overall 
look or “art assets”--character models and textures, environ-
mental and prop modeling and textures, character animation, 
special effects (Meigs 2003). A look at the struggle to quantify 
these roles is instructive, even as the game contributors be-
gin to fight for formal credit listing on released projects. The 
terms reveal an industry caught between the roles of art and 
commerce. For the purposes of this discussion, I will look at 
the large topic of game design for its similarities to other en-
tertainment media, such as the spatial and visual structure of 
the virtual world and the characters that inhabit this world. 

Once stereotyped as a small social subset, who is the 
current audience for video games? In 2004 game sales shook 
the traditional entertainment world by surpassing movie tick-
et sales. Games again snapped at the heels of prized movie 
studio releases in August 2007 when the first day of Micro-
soft’s Halo 3 sales was predicted to reach $155 million, while 
blockbuster Spiderman opening weekend box office grosses 
tallied $151 million (Graser 2007). Recent industry figures 
revealed at the New York Game Conference assess the current 
game population. “A lot more women are becoming involved 
with gaming, mainly thanks to the Nintendo Wii, which sports 
a sixty percent share of women players. Overall though, the 
amount of women and men playing games has almost reached 

a balance point, and gaming in general has become ever more 
a part of America’s daily lifestyle with fifty-nine percent of 
the U.S. population playing games.” If this is not enough to 
convince us games are an undeniable factor in entertainment, 
consider that “today, kids have no concept of a world without 
online interaction. Even when they’re younger they have sites 
like Webkins or Club Penguin to get them started in virtual 
worlds” (Sikora 2008).

CREATIVITY AND COMMERCIAL INTENT
While video games have revolutionized storytelling structures, 
it actually has more in common with film, television and 
theme park storytelling techniques than is apparent at first 
glance. Games, film and TV rely on some form of hardware 
to transmit the narrative. Video games in some cases adapted 
the language of film to describe some mechanics, such as the 
location of the “camera” when creating virtual environments, 
although there is no actual camera recording the action. That 
term has come to mean the angle of view—is the “camera” 
looking down on a figure or upwards toward the ceiling? In 
many respects, however, designing virtual worlds has much in 
common with designing themed entertainment. Don Carson, 
a designer working in theme parks and computer games, says 
the objectives are the same for both fields “How do I draw my 
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audience into my imagined world and…tell a story through 
the experience of traveling through a real or imagined physi-
cal space?” (Carson 2000). 

The emphasis on consumer commodities is undeniable, 
and gaming shares the TV emphasis on branding and licens-
ing. Theme parks and game design share another vital aspect 
of experiential storytelling—the audience can incorporate the 
story into their own lives with additional consumer products, 
repeat play, and fan fairs. Gaming is remarkably self aware, 

as the product of an ironic generation. Games can sometimes 
break the “fourth wall” of their virtual worlds. In fact, since 
gamers have incorporated the story into their own lives, they 
often appreciate an acknowledgement they exist. Designers, 
therefore, have a winking relationship to that audience. Know-
ing most gamers will push each interaction to its extreme con-
clusion just to see what happens, some designers will build in 
a consequence of pushing the envelope. One recent personal 
encounter involved the gamer repeatedly clicking on an avatar 

Fable II Illustration #1 Dungeon Concept Art. Credit: Lionhead Studios Fable 2

Fable 2 Illustration #2 Concept Art: Middle class family. Fable 2 Illustration #3 Concept Art: Poor family.
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of a voluptuous waitress—even after being asked to stop. One 
click too many caused the game to pause while the gamer was 
linked to a sexual harassment training website. 

IMMERSIVE STORYTELLING
“If you’re not screaming at the screen, whoever made that game 
might not get to make another one,” explains game producer 
and designer Tom Meigs. He lists game design goals as “De-
veloping innovative, re-playable, highly addictive and lasting 
play” (Meigs 2003). The close relationship players form with 
a game is humorously illustrated in a recent GameStop com-
mercial as the player’s avatar breaks the news to a formidable 
monster he will be traded in for a new game. “What!? What 
about all the things we’ve been through together…the killer 
levels, the painful incinerations?” the shocked creature whines. 
(Available on YouTube as Gamestop–Self Worth posted by 
GamestopVideo.) 

rampaging aliens accidentally pile up at a too-small door? 
Is the hallway with a life-saving weapon a dead-end so you 
are killed every time you try to acquire it? 

Goodsell also notes the emotional impact of a story 
comes from several sources: the dynamic elements- such 
as the sound track and the action itself—and static ele-
ments such as the visual design. The visual and audio de-
signs define the mood of the game, and hook our human 
emotions. “Just try playing your favorite game with the 
sound track off,” suggests Tom Meigs (Meigs 2003). Visual 
elements create focus, using detail or lighting to draw the 
player’s eye toward the next location. In this matter games 
use the classic compositional elements of painting. One 
example is the concept art for the dungeon in the soon-
to-be released Fable 2. Dynamic use of light and color 
lead the eye toward the next location in the back ground. 
The innermost hallway is a cool blue, creating the impres-
sion of depth. The architectural details are more abstract 
when compared to the interesting detail of the foreground 
columns. These classic compositional elements create a 
foreground and a background. The difference between 
painting and gaming, however, is the player will actually 
walk down that hallway to unlock a new playing area. 

The final frontier for video games is an adult emo-
tional engagement that is more complex than escapism, 
or the group mechanics of achieving missions and surviv-
ing combat. Fable 2, now in previews, may have made 
progress in this area. Fable 2 introduces a dog as the main 

Game design usually relies on some

form of stylization for its 
visual design. In the past, technological constraints

often dictated abstraction.
Video game stories must be compellingly structured to 

withstand episodic story structure, similar to television struc-
ture. Games are sufficiently long and complex that it is the rare 
gamer who may suspend their lives to play straight through. 
The stories are divided into smaller segments, or levels. Each 
level is a story arc unto itself, with a beginning, middle and 
an end. Good story design will create continuity of time and 
space within the level. The passage of time is unique in games, 
however. Actual game-play occurs in real time and a delineated 
geography, and lasts as long or short amount of time as the 
individual player requires. Larger leaps in time or place oc-
cur through “cut scenes,” highly produced mini-movies with 
exposition. A game’s initial appeal may lie in its association with 
known franchises or sequels such as the continuing Halo se-
ries or the many manifestations of Guitar Hero. But, like other 
forms of entertainment, a game will not succeed unless it offers 
unique and exciting game-play. 

As a new entertainment form, new designers are 
learning the age-old tenets of composition still apply to 
their work. With few limitations on a virtual world, it is 
tempting to over-design the game environment, or to em-
phasize technological bells and whistles. While still offer-
ing a unique experience, Don Carson counsels designers 
to take a lesson from themed entertainment. “Use the fa-
miliar in your designs…it pays to periodically give your 
audience something to anchor them themselves to. All 
too often, game designers will create a level built entirely 
of pulsating walls of intestine like material. Although the 

concept of such a place may sound “cool,” it does more 
to alienate game players than draw them in… Give them 
some reference point... such as, ‘Oh, I am in a spaceship’ 
or ‘Hey, this must be the engine room’ …Even something 
like ‘Wow! These look like alien toilets!?!’ will bring your 
audience back to relating to the environment, and even 
lend a little humor” (Carson 2000).

Immersive storytelling for games relies on the same 
elements as live or other recorded entertainment: clarity 
and emotional response. Joel Goodsell says that clarity is 
foremost: the objective must be immediately apparent—
where to go and what to do, and what to expect when you 
act. Without clarity, players cannot negotiate the world and 
grow frustrated. In a virtual world, clarity is also architec-
tural. Planning a game world is similar to the parameters 
of theme parks. Are there sufficient entrances and exits 
for the number of creatures in your environment? Will 
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accomplice for the player, encouraging the same type of 
attachment humans have for pets in the real world. One 
reviewer for Games Radar notes after a three-hour test 
“It’s adult without being angsty; character customization 
is powerful’ and the dog is brilliant. Seriously” (Houghton 
2008). 

This review celebrates adult-oriented game-play, and 
also praises the European-influenced visual design of Fa-
ble 2. How does the intended audience affect the design 
decisions? Joel Goodsell notes, “This could be a whole 
book-or several. I don’t think there’s a design decision 
that’s not driven by some understanding of the audience. 
For instance younger kids will …shy away from dan-
gerous looking things. Whereas adults tend to be more 
exploratory and will often try to interact with things re-
gardless of how dangerous you try to communicate the 
thing is.” If adult complexity is desirable in some games, 
are social commentary or “art games” far behind? “I wish 
that social commentary played more of a role in video 
game stories, but it’s largely an escapist media. There are 

a notable few that lightly poke fun at current 
events or pop culture, but even these are 
kept pretty light. Most game stories make a 
conscious point of staying away from social 
commentary,” Joel observes. 

However, with recent statistics indicat-
ing more adults play games, social com-
mentary and the game equivalent of the art 
film may indeed be a future niche market. 
As the gaming population expands, there 
is another niche market benefiting from 
virtual worlds—books. A recent New York 
Times article describes the efforts of au-
thors and libraries to cross platforms for 
children. “Video games may teach a kind of 
digital literacy that is becoming as impor-

RoboBlitz Game Screen, NakedSky Entertainment

tant as proficiency in print…” One author notes that for 
young readers, pairing a video game with a novel “brings 
the book into their world, as opposed to going the other 
way around” (Rich 2008). 

Game design usually relies on some form of styliza-
tion for its visual design. In the past, technological con-
straints often dictated abstraction. Even with technological 
gains, the choice for stylization is an artistic decision. “At 
this point technology allows us to determine what art style 
we want to wrap the interaction in. Sometimes hyper-
realistic is good, sometimes we want to look like an old 
film; sometimes the game should look like a watercolor, 
sometimes like a cartoon. We can pretty much pick an art 
style that fits the concept at this point. Most times games 
shy away from being realistic to some degree. There are 
many reasons for this, but even games that could be re-
alistic often intentionally make the choice not to be, as it 
helps with the suspension of disbelief when your charac-
ter is already performing outrageous actions to have the 
game visually match that exaggeration of action.” 
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A look of some of the characters in Fable 2 indicate 
a large degree of stylization, but an extremely close atten-
tion to immediately recognizable human social organiza-
tion. These characters are designed to look middle class 
or poor, and the designs utilize archetypes we understand 
such as relative modesty, cleanliness and attitude. Many 
other games do not find social organization an important 
feature. When running from a horde of zombies it never 
occurs to me some of them may have had disadvantaged 
childhoods or have recently overdrawn their checking 
accounts. 

Matching the appearance of the game to the en-
gine running the game is trickier than it appears. Tom 
Meigs explains the crux and crisis point is frame rate—
the speed at which a single frame can be redrawn to the 
screen following another frame; kind of like flip book 
animation. A “chugging” frame rate is too slow to provide 
adequate game-play performance or satisfaction (Meigs 
2003). Certain textures, effects or colors may require 
more render time and memory to continuously redraw 
the frame. Many game designers point out that no game 
ever survives its prototyping phase the way it was origi-
nally conceived, and there are often nasty surprises. 

One game has attracted repeated praise for its meld-
ing of technology rate and visual design. Naked Sky Enter-
tainment’s RoboBlitz is an award winning physics-based 
game for Xbox Live Arcade that packages data as ‘pro-
cedural content.’ According to NakedSky CEO Tian Mu, 
“Instead of packaging up the content itself, we package 
up instructions on how to create the content. It gives 
the player lots of freedom.”(Mitchell 2006) (An excel-
lent demo video of this game is available at GamerSyde: 
http://www.gamersyde.com/stream_3284_en.html) Ro-
boBlitz’s environment is machine oriented and geomet-
ric, as is the robot technician main character. One game 
designer comments “if your game’s art direction fits with 
the current state of the art in procedural generation, the 
benefits can be huge. The best example of course being 
RoboBlitz. If the game had used a natural, organic setting 
the procedural content would have looked horrible. But 
the system they used worked great for the artificial/metal-
lic/robotic elements in the game” (Roberts 2008).

DESIGN FOR DIFFERENT MEDIA
As I wrote the three parts of this series, it quickly became ap-
parent the actual design techniques employed in each media 
are tome-filling subjects in themselves. One result of living in 
the “information age” is that staggering amounts of raw infor-
mation are readily available on each topic. In fact, sometimes 
we possess too much detailed information and not enough of 
an overview to process or analyze that information. This series 
did not attempt to quantify those details, but rather to explore 
the framework designers employ to match the right details to 
specific end results. 

It is sometimes said that theater is the “Latin” of 
entertainment language, and that all contemporary 
forms of entertainment derive from the basic prin-
ciples honed over thousands of years before a live 
audience, much as stand up comedy is the origin of 
television writing. For this reason, I looked across all 
media for glimpses of what has changed, and what has 
not changed. What have changed are the actual story 
delivery systems. What has not changed is the human 
psyche. That is why the same storytelling mechanics still 
resonate after several millennia. As I wrote this series, 
I had the incredible luxury of speaking in depth with 
a dozen professional designers and directors and—in 
casual conversation or email exchanges—with many, 
many more. My conversations eventually spanned 
three continents- a testament to our global entertain-
ment culture. Designers, whether overtly aware of it or 
not, are extremely accomplished storytellers. It is their 
statements that allowed me to categorize the thousands 
of notes I kept into the quantifiable areas of Intent, Im-
mersion and Interaction. 

Many of the designers, directors and artists I spoke 
with do cross platforms to work in theater, themed en-
tertainment, gaming, film or television. However, I won-
der if the increasingly specialized technical requirements 
of newer entertainment forms will force storytellers into 
specializations. Or, will all the forms eventually merge, as 
some predict—into an interactive halodeck-style perfor-
mance? If they do, it may be safe to say we will still want to 
be completely absorbed by our stories. 

Holly Poe Durbin is an award winning costume 
designer creating costumes for theater, opera, film and 
television, and themed entertainment. Her work has been 
seen on London’s West End, Broadway, Off-Broadway, 
in Japan, the UK, Germany, Israel, and Spain as well as 
many regional theaters such as the Old Globe Theater, 
Mark Taper Forum, Geffen Playhouse, Santa Fe Stages, 
the Huntington Theater, the Cincinnati Playhouse, the 
Repertory Theater of St. Louis and the Missouri Repertory. 
She is the Head of Costume Design studies for the 
University of California-Irvine.

CONTRIBUTING ARTISTS 
Marcy Froelich, Costume Designer, has worked 

in theater, dance, opera, film, TV, documentaries, 
animation, theme parks, commercials, beauty pageants, 
and industrials. She designed the national tour of 
Camelot with Michael York, the Miss America Pageant, 
independent film Unbowed, multiple musicals for 
Sacramento Music Circus. She was the assistant costume 
designer for American Beauty, Road to Perdition, the 
Emmy nominated Geppetto, and the original Broadway 
production of Phantom of the Opera. 
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Judy Gailen, Set Designer, most recently designed 
sets for the premiers of Samurai 7.0: Under Construction 
for Beau Jest Moving Theater in Boston. She has designed 
for numerous regional theaters, including the LaJolla 
Playhouse, Cincinnati Playhouse in the Part, Long Wharf 
Theatre, Beorge Street Plahyouse. Her opera designs have 
appeared at Anchorage Opera, Opera Omaha and the 
Opera Company of Philadelphia. She is currently Adjunct 
Faculty at Bowdoin College. 

Joel Goodsell, Video Game Designer, has worked 
for Disney, THQ and independent studios designing 
games for Sega Genesis, Super Nintendo, PC, Sony 
PlayStation, Nintendo 64, Gamecube, Wii, and Xbox 
360 among many other platforms. (Author’s note: I’m 
ashamed to admit his SpongeBob Battle for Bikini Bottom 
defeated me, and I had to wheedle my fourteen year old 
nephew into advancing me in the game.) 

Martin Platt, Director, Producer and Playwright, 
co-director of NYC’s Perry Street Theater and Fifth 
Amendment Ltd (UK), the founding artistic director 
of both Santa Fe Stages International Festival and the 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival. He has directed hundreds 
of productions internationally and at theaters across 
the US. Recent projects include Twelve Angry Men for the 
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Repertory Theater of St Louis, The Power of Darkness for 
the Mint Theater, NYC, the European premiere of I’ll Never 
See the Stars Again at the Edinburgh Festival. 

Tim Powell, Director. Tim has established himself 
in the film and television industries as a creative talent 
and technical innovator. Garnering several awards and 
nominations for national Emmys, Tellys, Cine Gold 
Eagle and Ace awards, Tim’s films have been featured in 
festivals and broadcast on nearly every major network 
and cable channel. His work includes innovative 
exploration in the field of Multimedia and interactive 
television and his 35 mm feature film, “Riding with 
James Dean” pioneered a new film time-code process. 
Specializing in adventure production, Tim shot award 
winning projects all over the world. He worked for 
the National Geographic Explorer series for five hears 
directing host wraps and acting as producer/ director. 
Current projects include a documentary on Egypt’s Great 
Pyramid and a historical documentary series. 

John Ross, Photographer, specializes in all forms 
of dance images. His online album http://www.ballet.
co.uk/gallery/jr_roh2_willows_1206 displays hundreds 
of photographs, featuring performances from around the 
world, including Shen Wei Dance Arts, the Royal Ballet, 
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the Bolshoi in London, the English National Ballet, the 
Nederlands Dans Theater, the Yamato Drummers of Japan 
and the New York City Ballet. 

Tom Ruzika, Lighting Designer, is principle 
designer of the Ruzika Company. He has designed 
lights for every medium; theater, opera, architectural 
and themed entertainment, including over seventy-
five productions for the South Coast Repertory Theater, 
Universal Studios attractions such as Backdraft, 
Earthquake, and projects for Disney, Warner Brothers and 
Knotts Berry Farm.

Claudia Stevens, Costume Designer, has designed 
nationally, including productions for the Repertory 
Theater of St Louis, Dallas Theater Center, Primary Stages 
NY, Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Playwrights Horizon and 
Williamstown Theater Festival, Portland Opera. Her film 
work includes Robert DeNiro’s A Bronx Tale, Creepshow 
and Dirty Dancing. 

Kristina Tollefson, Costume Designer, has 
designed for the Phoenix Theatre in Indianapolis, 
Sioux Falls Playhouse, Orlando Repertory Theater, and 
Floriday Children’s Repertory Theater. She currently 
teaches costume design for the University of Central 

Florida in Orlando and serves as Commissioner of the 
USITT Costume Design & Technology Commission. She 
was the symposium coordinator for “Costuming in the 
Entertainment Industry” held at Walt Disney World® in 
August 2007. 

Robert Vukasovich, Art Director, Scene Designer: 
Bob was the Art Director for the Emmy nominated 
television show House; he is now with the TNT Series 
“Trust Me.” He began his career in architecture; he 
has designed for Walt Disney Imagineering, Barney & 
Friends, and was a founding member of Project: X, a 
multidisciplinary theatre company based in Dallas, Texas.
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